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A RESOLUTION

TO URGE AND REQUEST LSU DINING TO INCLUDE A WIDER VARIETY OF MEAL OPTIONS IN MEAL TRANSFERS AT EINSTEIN BROS BAGELS

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, there are currently no vegetarian options and students are limited to very basic meal transfers at Einsteins Bros Bagels and;

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, the options for student meal transfers are already limited and for vegetarian students these options are further limited and;

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, adding these options would greatly benefit, not only vegetarian students, but the student body as a whole and;

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, the following should be added to the meal transfer options: a veggie sandwich and a turkey BLT sandwich and;

PARAGRAPH 5: WHEREAS, This plan has been discussed and approved by Director Heidke and we thank him for these additions to the meal transfer options.

PARAGRAPH 6: THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE STUDENT SENATE THAT LSU DINING SHOULD INCLUDE A WIDER VARIETY OF MEAL OPTIONS IN MEAL TRANSFERS AT EINSTEIN BROS BAGELS, AND

PARAGRAPH 7: BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF THIS RESOLUTION BE TRANSMITTED TO DIRECTOR OF LSU DINING AND CONCESSIONS DAVID HEIDKE.

PARAGRAPH 8: THIS RESOLUTION SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A SIMPLE MAJORITY (1/2) VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF SUCH APPROVAL.
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